Eat Out to Help Out Module
The government has given a great incentive for consumers to have 50% Off their meals up to a
maximum of £10 per customer for dining in restaurants. Naturally, there are certain rules such as
alcoholics drinks do not qualify and available during Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesdays for the
month of August only.
This is a superb opportunity for Dine in establishments to register and attract more consumers
wanting to take advantage of the 50% off government promotion.
The consumer does not have to do anything, they just turn up to the participating restaurant and
enjoy.
The business also reclaims the discounted amount back from the Government so its nice and
seamless allowing the business to earn more revenue during the summer month.
However, the business will need to make sure that their system can manage this unique promotion
and be compliant to reclaim back from the Government.

So, what is the Eat out to Help Out Module?
The Module is designed specifically for our Emperium Software to be able to manage the entire
promotion for the set period, so the management do not need to do any calculations.
The module will also produce a report that is compliant and enable the business to reclaim back the
money discounted. So, if HMRC ask for a report, you can comfortably produce a fully compliant
report.

What does the Eat out to Help Out Module look like?
First, the admin will have a function titled “discount on total amount spent”. We have made it
simple that even after the Government scheme, you can use this unique promotion module for your
own next promotional event.

The Till Screen will naturally produce the calculations automatically based on the promotional
criteria.

What do the customer receipts look like?
Sample of the receipts to the customers for Min and Maximum Discount

What does the fully compliant discount reclaim back report look like?
Compliant Discount Reclaim Report from Government Scheme for August 20.

How do I get this module activated?
The next step to ensuring you are compliant and also start making money is to get the module
ordered.
We will be inundated with requests so we are serving on first come basis.

Please call 08000336888 to place your order now.
The cost of the module is £399 plus vat one off charge.

